In this paper , we study constant timelike angle surface whose unit normal vector field make constant timelike with a fixed spacelike axis in
Introduction
A constant angle curve whose tangents make constant angle with a fixed direction in ambient space is called a helix. A surface whose tangent planes make a constant angle with a fixed vector field of ambient space is called constant angle surface. Constant angle surfaces have been studied for arbitrary dimension in Euclidean space n E [13, 14] , and recently in product spaces 2 SR  [15] , 2 HR  [16] or different ambient 2 spaces 3 Nil [17] . In [1] , Lopez and Munteanu studied constant hyperbolic angle surfaces whose unit normal timelike vector field makes a constant hyperbolic angle with a fixed timelike axis in Minkowski space 4 1 R .
In particular, they had shown that these surfaces are flat.
Hyperbolic space is a good model for pyhsical cases and most of the physical cases can be explained by this model. Surface types in different spaces are important since this kind of surfaces can guide the fields involved with our daily life such as architecture and geometrical design. It is possible to see this on the structures in the history of architecture. For example, these structures have been used by firsty in Euclidean curves, then spherical curves in middle ages and hyperbolic curves in the modern ages. Probably, architectural structures and geometrical designs that use de-Sitter curves enter in to our life in the future. In the literatüre constant timelike and spacelike angle surface have not been investigated both in hyperbolic S are developed in our paper [19] and [20] . In this paper, a special class of surfaces which is called the constant timelike angle surfaces is given in hyperbolic space If W is spacelike subspace ( see Fig 3) [11] . R be 4-dimensional vector space equipped with the scalar product , which is defined by , det , , ,
In [2] , [3] and [5] Izumiya at all introduced and investigated differantial geometry of curves and surfaces Hyperbolic 3-space. The set   4 10 , ,
S and future lightcone at the origin LC  . We can give the following background of context in [2] .
Since 3 H is a Riemannian manifold and regular curve  reparametrized by arclength, we may as- Since     ,1 t s t s  , we have also the following Frenet-Serre type formulas is obtained is an open subset and
Thus there is de Sitter Gauss image of x which is defined by mapping 
By using this notation, we obtain
The first and second equation of (3.1) is called the Gauss formula of 
It is obvious that S   and x A is linear and self adjoint map for each
vv be a basis in the tangent plane TpM and
Then we have
If this basis is orthonormal, by (3.1) and (3.2) if we take scalar product both side of (3.9) by  , we obtain 
